Appendix 3: Bulk or general finds list

(based on Archaeological Finds Procedures Manual, 2006, Museum of London Specialist Services)

Bulk finds are generally those finds found in some quantity, such as building material, pottery and animal bone, though for most categories there are exceptions - see Registered Finds).

Animal bone (except artefacts and waste)

Building material:

- Ceramic building material (except mosaics, complete rare Roman and medieval tiles, decorated floor and wall tiles, stove tiles, hearth bricks, tiles with impressions and stamps)
- Roman and medieval painted wall plaster
- Daub, including keyed clay walling
- Mud brick
- Kiln furniture (fired clay)
- Stone building material (except worked/moulded stone, imported/unusual stone, inlays)
- Ashlar blocks
- Roofing/paving
- Rubble
- Pebbles, cobbles etc

Clay tobacco pipes (except those with marks, stamps or decoration)

Flint, worked or struck implements and cores (including waste flakes/debitage/spalls). [Burnt flint should be recorded and discarded, see 2.3.1.4].

Glass

- Post-medieval window glass
- Post-medieval clear and green bottle glass
- Post-medieval glass phials

Leather (except uppers with fastening devices or decoration, parts of sole or upper with repair pieces, or pattens)

- Waste and scraps
- Medieval and post-medieval detached shoe soles and uppers

Iron nails

Pottery (except crucibles, figurines, stamps and marks, graffiti, lamps, moulds, whole pots and vessels or sherds with dates)

Slag